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Maria Björklundin Planeetta Z:n
hahmot seikkailevat kokopitkässä
tarinassa.
Aapo Rapin uutuudessa
vampyyri kohtaa KELAn.

Jyrki A. Mäen maaginen
kertomus junan
ravintolavaunusta.
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Heikki rönkkö

Amanda vähämäki: Elephant II bm Did you remember this elephant being here? bn No... what about you? bo Hmmm, no bp Mmm...mmm... wait a second! bq WE built it! br Don’t you remember? Last summer, maybe in June... bs Ha ha ha/ Yes, I remember that now.

8 Ready yet? /Almost... bq Lights ok! Let’s get things done. cn Why did we put it here? / Beats me! / We were supposed to build an amusement park... cp So wht’s next

JOSEPH PRENDERGAST: SWEET DREAMS - 8 I really need to do my laundry, haven’t changed in days! ...huh? Wassat?! 9 Holy smoke! bu Is that the diamond castle? bn Looks like vamps is one heavy
sleeper. Hmmm... bo Witchy’s gonna getcha! bp Huh!? What happened to the walls? bq Help!

Jari vaara: Morning tv 1 Good morning, wankers ! I hope you all have had the most terrible morning 2 Today we are going to cook oily napalm soup. 3 This cuisine is perfect when you
want to explode somebody to pieces. 4 First we heat up the gasoline in pot. 5 Then we add mashed stearin to gasoline. 6 soup can boil around 10 minutes and meanwhile we will cut the glass
to pieces. 7 It is good to cut pieces of glass around the same size so that when soup explode 8 It will cause maximum amount of destruction. 9 soup is ready to serve when it is syrupy bu you can
increase the explosion sensitivity of the soup with ash. bl Lastly i want to wish most crappiest day for you all. Hopefully you will get hit by car or your wife will die to syphilis. bm Now to news.

Benjamin Bergman 1 Justise Jansson snores in bed when... 2 Jansson! Wake up! 3 Medic-bot Bura-C, a shaman, motorist, Jansson’s sidekick. Justise Jansson, a brilliant
crimefighter. Made a fortune by inventing addictive “Jansson’s temptation” drug. 4 It’s year 2000 something and our dynamic duo are on their way to the crime scene. Billionaire
Masters has been murdered. 5 Come on Jansson! Remind me, my dear Bura, to invent a computer virus the next time they have a blog that praises slum living in “elevator-free”
apartments to the rich and famous. 6 This is constable Klopowitz, Justise. G’day! This way, please. 7 We have isolated the crime scene. 8 Here is tennis pro Gunnari Tennari
who found mr. Masters. 9 Hmm..I smell tee and something...a perfume? bu So tell me mr. Tennari, what happened!? It was awful. Masters had gained a lot of weight and he turned
to me in hope of a better diet. I’m an health enthusiast, Smuuth chill ice tea is my sponsor, and we agreed to meet... bl I was supposed to make Masters turn into health food, but
instead I found him dead behind his apartments open door! bm Masters’ cause of death is a strike to the brain through the mouth by a sharp object. The murder weapon hasn’t
been found. A note was found by the victim in which he had written down the word “Carbonite”. That’s the brand of Masters’ favourite pen! And what did you do then? bn I ran into
my apartment, called the cops and warmed up a soothing tea. Do you know mr. Tennari who would’ve had a motive to the murder? Yes! Old man Geezers. Masters seldom left his
apartment...except for a smoke. Old man couldn’t stand the smell of his cigarettes and he thought they ruined the air in the inner yard. bo This will suffice for now. Let us examine
the crime scene, my dear Bura. bp Do you believe the smell of tobacco was the motive for the murder? The world is full of senile nimby’s, B. bq Later, JJ and B-C have examined
the crime scene. The body leaves a scent of lavender although Masters was a smoker and he’s rotting at the moment. There’s no water supply. Time assessment for the note is
the time of death. All valuables are there. br Murder weapon -sharp -missing? Motive -smell of tobacco? Carbonite -a message? -a brand of pen’s? Mr. Geezers, it has come to
our acknowledge that you were enemies with the murdered mr. Masters. bs Heehaw, so the big baby is dead! I could see his death a mile away and I’m blind as a bat! Here he
was strolling around the yard with that pacifier of death in his mouth. If I would’ve smelled him here again, I would’ve stabbed him to death myself! But one day, it started to smell
of lavender...the favourite scent of my dearly beloved and deceased wife...sob. bt Old man Geezers mentioned lavender. That was the scent in Masters’ apartment. Could it be that...
No! The old man smelled of old farts himself. Hmmm...mmm...

1 I’m going to interrogate Tennari one more time. Go get me information on Masters’ business transactions from the last year, why the water supply has been cut down in his
apartment and meet me later in Tennari’s apartment. Mhm...mhm.. 2 Jansson! Please, come in. 3 How may I assist you? Would you care for a beverage? Ice tea, thank you.
4 Hmm.. a lavender scented “Get Lucky” spray. 5 Here you are! Thanks! 6 So..what brings you here? 7 Knock knock! 8 Just a moment. 9 Mr. Bura-C! I have some info for
you, Jansson! bu YOU murdered Masters...mr. Tennari!!! bl You used the ice tea from your sponsor as a frozen ice pick. The chipped off parts melted in Masters’ mouth. bm The
rest you used to warm up your tea. You lost your sponsorship to Masters because he bought the manufacturer and canceled all sponsored deals. Your income went down and
you were forced to move into the slum area. bn When you found out Masters moved into the same building, you plotted a revenge. Coming up with the murder weapon was
easy. You took contact to Masters and confirmed a meeting. You got worried when Old man Geezers started to freak out after Masters’ smoking. You sprayed a lavender scent
secretly to Masters’ clothes so Geezers wouldn’t smell the reek of tobacco from him and before he could do any harm to Masters. Masters couldn’t smell anything himself.
bo We will probably find Masters’ dna in your water boiler... and you know... you should have taken at least one valuable artefact from the apartment so to make it look like a
robbery...the slum, you see. bp But you’re not the sharpest pen in the class. Ha, the note by Masters was brilliant..you see it was an reference at the same time to you and to the
murder weapon...and... bq Oh well, I got carried away. On top of it all Masters had shut down the water supply to his apartment and re-routed it under the slum area. To a new,
free tea supply that would have been free to all in the area. He withdrew all the sponsorship deals so he’d have funding for this slum and to that free tea supply. br Everyone
answers to someone and Masters answered to his mother...who still lives here. If you would have kept an eye on the quality documentaries on tv, you would have known that the
mother of Masters is the granny rapper “Carbonite” and her most well known song is “Smuuth chill”! bs Once again..quite extraordinary, Jansson... bt Umm..now we must hasten
back to our quarters to make us a new deductive reasoning drug..I’ll call it a combination of acid flashbacks and...something that makes your world rumble...I’ll call it...”Fumble”.
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and slide with an ever-increasing intensity.
In all of the stories, the baby chick remains absolutely stoic. It has a distinguishable beak, as well
as pair of eyes, but they never seem to express anything. Any kind of emotion has to be inferred by
the reader while taking into account the context
of the story. It is exactly this absence of expression and the total reliance on context that make
the comics incredibly funny. After the baby chick
is introduced in the first stories as a “baby-like”
character (It gets fed, put in a stroller, bathed, and
so on), the reader soon gets to observe it doing
utterly un-baby-like activities: Cleaning the house,
diving in the sea, dancing wildly in a disco, riding
a horse and cooking a full meal with the help of a
very sharp knife... while keeping a perfect pokerface. We even see it in the role of a gangster boss
in “Bad Neighbourhood” (“Quartier Louche”) and,
multiplied, as a variety of subaquatic species in
purely visual. It is a collection of forty-five short
“Great Blue” (“Grand Bleu”).
comics chronicling the “adventures” of a bird-man
At the end of the book, the reader discovers
and a baby chick that looks like a dandelion puff –
a final enigma: A section named “Description of
or an explosion, for that matter, if the title “Baby
the Pages by the Author”, which contains a sort of
Boom” is any indication. Much like in Yokoyama’s
voice-over text for some (but not all) of the stoother comics, the characters are almost completely devoid of personality or psychology. The subject ries. The peculiar thing about these descriptions is
that one would suppose that the author might reof the stories, then, seem to be the actions of the
veal something elucidating about the story or his
protagonists rather than what drives them; the
intentions behind it, but this is not the case. Inreader never gets to glimpse at what might be the
stead, the reader discovers that the commentary
reason or the motivation for their actions.
describing the pages in fact raises more questions
The drawings are a singular study of movethan it answers. As an example, the first page of
ment, speed and sound. This might seem familiar
the first story in the book.
for readers of Yokoyama’s other works, which tell
One is under the impression that Yokoyama
depersonalized stories of bodies in movement
is writing this description not from the perspec(such as Voyage) or even movement without bodtive of an omniscient author, but rather from the
ies at all, as in Travaux Publics, where anthropoperspective of a reader who sees the comic for the
morphic figures only appear as observers and refirst time. He even starts to speculate about the
moved operators of an automated and enigmatic
meaning of the drawings, where one might supterraforming and landscaping mechanism. Baby
Boom, however, adds humour to the equation and pose that he would use the commentary to “exalso marks a departure from Yokoyama’s signature plain” what is not evident from looking at the image. Thus, the reader experiences a doubling of the
clean black-and-white drawing style. The originals
strangeness of the narrative. Instead of piercing
for Baby Boom were drawn with pigment-ink
the enigma that surrounds the images, Yokoyama
markers, provided to Yokoyama by his Tokyoite
merely adds a layer of textual enigma. Or, as the
gallery Arataniurano on the occasion of a public
other side of the same coin, he provides informadrawing performance. They seem to have been
tion that is not at all hinted at in the images, such
done very quickly and could be mistaken for
as in “Great Blue” (“Grand Bleu”).
storyboard sketches, but it is exactly this quality
Here it seems that Yokoyama allows us to have
that gives them their incomparable spontaneity.
a glimpse of his own associations when looking at
On the production side, publishers Laurent Bruel
his images, associations that are drifting off either
and Nicolas Frühauf captured the spirit of the
to anecdotal facts (70%...) or constant repetitions:
original drawings by printing the book not with
the usual four colour printing process, but instead Yet another unknown species! Combined with
the ever-present face of the baby chick on all the
by choosing together with Yokoyama six Pantone
strange underwater creatures, we are confronted
colours which most closely reproduced the effects
with an utterly confusing, but at the same time
of contrast present in the originals. This results in
incredibly funny and cheerful multitude of signifiincredibly luminous colours that could never have
cations which leaves us with our mouths agape in
been achieved with a standard printing process.
amazement.
For a reader who has read and looked at too
An amazement, by the way, that seems to be
many comics and drawings in his lifetime, this
one of the main recurring sentiments that Yokoybook might just restore his faith in the medium
ama’s stories seek to communicate: More often
and remind him of the joy that can be procured
than not the stories in Baby Boom, but also the
from looking at a sequence of interconnected imstories in his other collections, end with a grand
ages. It achieves this by going back to the very
magnificent panorama of something marvellous.
basics: The story titled “The Ball”, for example,
A very rare posture for an author considered to
explores over eight pages the simple action of
be part of some sort of independent scene (And
throwing back and forth a baseball. We see the
whose members usually practice either humility
thrower leaning back and throwing the ball, the
ball flying, the catcher readying himself and catch- or irony). Yokoyama, on the other hand, almost
ing the ball, throwing it back, and so forth. Gradu- seems to be a Futurist born a century late with
all his fascination for speed, movement, and
ally, the force that the bird-man and the baby
technology. And yet, a look at his commentary
chick put behind their pitches rises: they have to
shows that these endings are often open and
run fast and reach out in order to catch the ball,
seldom definitive: The last story
until the throwing becomes so
in the book ends with a great
vigorous that both start to
number of babies exiting a
miss the ball, sliding on the
Other works by
spacecraft and flying off into
ground as the ball zooms past
Yuichi Yokoyama
space, and Yokoyama asks:
them. The drawings mirror the
PictureBox (USA):
“Where could they be going?”
ever more extreme movements
New Engineering, 2007
His answer, to himself: “They
and actions – perspectives beTravel, 2008
are going to the other planet
come more radical and moveColor Engineering, 2011
to see if there are clouds and
ment lines stronger. In the
Garden, 2011
oceans like on Earth.” Just as
end, the baby throws the ball
The Room of the World Map, 2013
he is asking, this time withtoo far and the two protagoout answer, at the end of the
nists look on it as it floats away
first story in the book: “All
in a river. But even if this endEditions Matière (France):
the children, united in a great
ing might be interpreted as the
Trava ux Publics, 2004
crowd and illuminated by the
“joke” or “point” of the story,
Combats, 2004
sun, are commencing to travit only serves as an alibi of a
Voyage, 2005
erse a huge park. Where are
finale, since it is evident that
Jardin, 2009
they going?” Yokoyama marwhat this eight-page exercise
Nouveaux Corps, 2010
vels at his own stories. And
is about is seeing the protagoExplorations, 2011
we marvel with him.
nists throw, run, reach, jump
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Yuichi Yokoyama’s Baby
Boom, out since November 2013 from French
publisher Editions Matière, could be described as
a work of sequential drawing in its purest form. For
the inexperienced reader
it might prove a challenge
to read, since its language
is, apart from the omnipresent onomatopoeia,

1 A character that looks like a bird opens shutters. Blinding sunlight illuminates his
silhouette. It must be early in the morning. 2 Inside, a character that looks like an infant
is bathed in intense light. 3 The bird-man approaches the baby. Maybe it is his proper
child. 4 The bird-man holds something up to the baby. It is difficult to distinguish the
form of the object due to the intensity of the light. The object could be a baby bottle. 5
The bird-man holds the baby bottle and the baby puts it in its mouth. 6 The baby starts
drinking vigorously. 7 It drinks a fourth of the bottle. 8 It drinks a third. 9 It drinks half.
bk It drinks two thirds. bl It empties the bottle in one gulp. bm It throws away the empty
bottle. Slowly, the light grows softer. One can now better distinguish the baby. It looks
like a chick. bn The bird-man holds up a rattle. bo The baby takes it. bp The baby shakes
the rattles.

1 An intrepid young man prepares himself to confront the dangers of the deep sea
in order to explore the secrets and mysteries of the ocean. 2 70% of the earth’s
surface is covered by ocean. A large part of them remains unexplored. 3 Who knows
what awaits the man on the bottom of this unexplored world? 4 Rapidly, creatures of
unfamiliar shapes surround the diver. 5 They belong to a species of jellyfish whose
existence has just only been discovered. The diver takes a photo. 6 Suddenly,
creatures resembling anemones become visible. 7 These sea anemones also belong
to a new species. 8 The diver reaches the sandy bottom of the ocean. 9 A flatfish is

hiding there. Its unusual head suggests that it belongs to yet another unknown species.

Sami Aho 1 I had a weird dream. 2 I was a banana, the whole world was yellow to me. 3 Then somebody started to peel me. 4 I woke up screaming, even my dreams try to beat me
down. / Here it starts again. 5 Why so negative? Ain't it nice to wake up and notice that you are still alive? 7 No. 8 I feel that I've ruined my possibilities for a good life. 9 You're just a
prisoner of selfpity. bk Just straighten up and fly toward your dreams. bl I'm trying it right now. bm Everybody loves you and hates me. bn Nobody loves crybabies. bo I'm not like that, just
supersensitive. bp Sensitive and delicate.
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Anna Haifisch 1 Hey seal! 4 Summary: Seal 5 No seal 8 Frog holds a speech bs Bird co Oh bird...
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